FIFTH EUROPEAN WORKSHOP ON ECONOMETRICS AND HEALTH ECONOMICS

Held at Pompeu Fabra University, Barcelona, 11-14 September 1996

PROGRAMME

Paul Grootendorst (McMaster University) - grootend@mcmaster.ca

Health care policy evaluation using longitudinal insurance claims data: an application of the panel Tobit estimator.

Discussant: José Labeaga (Pompeu Fabra)

Sikandar Siddiqui (University of Konstanz) - siddiqui@enterprise.wiwi.uni-konstanz.de

The impact of health on retirement behaviour: empirical evidence from West Germany.

Discussant: Maarten Lindeboom (Leiden University)

John Cairns & Marjon van der Pol (University of Aberdeen) - j.cairns@aberdeen.ac.uk

Saving future lives: a comparison of three discounting models.

Discussant: Katarina Steen (Lund University)

Andrew Briggs, David Wonderling & Christopher Mooney (Oxford University & Brunel University) - andrew.briggs@socio-legal-studies.oxford.ac.uk

Pulling cost-effectiveness analysis up by its bootstraps: a non-parametric approach to confidence interval estimation.

Discussant: Walter Ried (University of Mannheim)

Donald Kenkel (Cornell University) - dsk10@cornell.edu

Health promotion and public sector health insurance: international evidence.
Discussant: David Parkin (University of Newcastle upon Tyne)

P. Genier & S. Jacobzone (INSEE) -
Risk bearing, medical prevention, and self-management of human capital.

Discussant: Margherita Giannoni (University of Perugia)

Christian Dustmann & Frank Windmeijer (UCL & IFS) - f.windmeijer@ucl.ac.uk
Health, wealth and individual effects - a panel data analysis.

Discussant: Angel Lopez (Pompeu Fabra)

Marcel Kerkhofs & Maarten Lindeboom (Leiden University) - jfaemk@ruljur.leidenuniv.nl
Health dynamics: age related changes and the effect of changes in labour market status.

Discussant: Owen O'Donnell (University of Kent)

Vivian Hamilton, Philip Merrigan & Éric Dufresne (McGill University & University of Québec) - hamiltonv@wuolin.wustl.edu
Down and out: estimating the relationship between mental health and unemployment.

Discussant: Rocus van Opstal (Netherlands Central Planning Bureau)

Gareth Harper (Newport Business School) - gaharper@gwent.ac.uk
Hospital cost analysis: a comparative study of output aggregation methods.

Discussant: John Cairns (University of Aberdeen)

Panos Papanikolaou (University of Bristol) - ecpg201@ssa.bristol.ac.uk
Explaining the demand for private medical insurance in Great Britain: evidence from a model with fixed effects.

Discussant: Matthew Sutton (University of York)
Towards an economic model of the Dutch health care sector.

Discussant: Tor Iverson (University of Oslo)

Maija Halonen & Carol Propper (University of Bristol) -

Competition and decentralisation in government bureaucracies.

Discussant: Diego Rodriguez (Pompeu Fabra)

Barton Hamilton & Vivian Hamilton (Washington University & McGill University)

Estimating surgical volume-outcome relationships applying survival models: accounting for frailty and hospital fixed effects.

Discussant: Rob Manning (University of York)

This year's workshop had a new feature. On Saturday 14th September there was an "Advanced Seminar on Health and Econometrics".

Frank Windmeijer (University College London)

GMM estimation of count data models

Marcel Kerkhofs & Maarten Lindeboom (University of Leiden)

Semiparametric estimation of duration models

José Labeaga & Angel Lopez (University Pompeu Fabra)

Panel data estimators for LDV models

Nigel Rice (University of York)

Multi-level models